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Abstract. The effectiveness of garbage collectors and leak detectors in identifying dead objects depends on the “accuracy” of their reachability traversal. Accuracy has two orthogonal dimensions: (i) whether the reachability traversal can
distinguish between pointers and non-pointers (type accuracy), and (ii) whether
the reachability traversal can identify memory locations that will be dereferenced
in the future (liveness accuracy). While prior work has investigated the importance of type accuracy, there has been little work investigating the importance of
liveness accuracy for garbage collection or leak detection. This paper presents an
experimental study of the importance of liveness on the accuracy of the reachability traversal. We show that while liveness can significantly improve the effectiveness of a garbage collector or leak detector, the simpler liveness schemes are
largely ineffective. One must analyze globals using an interprocedural analysis to
get significant benefit.0

1 Introduction
Garbage collection (GC), or automatic storage reclamation, has many well-known software engineering benefits [29]. First, it eliminates memory management bugs, such as
dangling pointers. Second, unlike explicit deallocation, GC does not compromise modularity since modules do not need to know the memory management philosophies of
the modules that they use. It is therefore no surprise that even though C and C++ do not
mandate GC as part of the language definition, many C and C++ programmers are now
using it either for reclaiming memory or for leak detection. It is also no surprise that
many newer programming languages (e.g., Java [14], Modula-3 [21], SML [20]) require
garbage collection. This increased popularity of garbage collection makes it more important than ever to fully understand the tradeoffs between different garbage collection
alternatives.
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An ideal garbage collector or leak detector identifies all heap-allocated objects1 that
are not dynamically live. A dynamically-live heap object is one that will be used in the
future of the computation. More operationally, a dynamically-live heap object is one
that can be reached by following pointers that will be dereferenced in the future of
the computation (dynamically-live pointers). In order to retain only dynamically-live
objects, the ideal garbage collector must be able to exactly identify what memory locations contain dynamically-live pointers. Unfortunately, a real garbage collector or leak
detector has no way of knowing what pointers will be dereferenced in the future; thus
it may use compiler support to identify an approximation to dynamically-live pointers.
The precision of the garbage collector or leak detector in identifying dynamically-live
objects depends on the accuracy of the compiler support.
There are two dimensions to accuracy: the extent to which the compiler information
is able to distinguish pointers from non-pointers (type accuracy) and the extent to which
the compiler information identifies live pointers (liveness accuracy). Prior work [17]
has mostly focused only on type accuracy and liveness accuracy has received only a
little attention in the literature [1]. In this paper we investigate the effect of different
levels of liveness accuracy; in prior work we investigated the effect of different levels
of type accuracy [17]. Our approach is to modify a garbage collector (particularly the
Boehm-Demers-Weiser collector [7, 9]) to accept and use different combinations of
type and liveness accuracy information.
One way to conduct this study is to implement a large number of accuracy schemes
in a compiler and garbage collector and to compare their performance. However, accuracy schemes are difficult to implement and thus the above mentioned approach
would be infeasible. We therefore take a different approach: we implement the accuracy
schemes as a upper-bound approximation in a highly parameterized run-time analysis.
This approach is easier since at run time we have perfect alias and control-flow information. However, our approach is limited in that it gives us only an upper bound on the
usefulness of accuracy schemes and also requires two identical runs of each program.
We do not intend our approach to be used directly for leak detection or garbage collection: the goal of our approach is to collect experimental results that will help to drive
subsequent work in leak detection and garbage collection.
To increase the applicability of this study, some of our benchmarks use explicit
deallocation while others use garbage collection. Benchmarks in the former group include many C programs from the SPECInt95 benchmark suite. Benchmarks in the latter
group include Eiffel programs and some C programs that were designed to be used with
a customized or conservative garbage collector.
Our results demonstrate that liveness accuracy significantly improves a garbage collector or leak detector’s ability to identify dead objects. However we also find that simple liveness analyses (e.g., intraprocedural analysis of local variables [1]) are largely
ineffective for our benchmark programs. In order to get a significant benefit one must
use a more aggressive liveness analysis that is interprocedural and can analyze global
variables. We also show that our most aggressive liveness analysis is able to identify
small leaks in several of our benchmark programs.
1

We use the term object to include any kind of contiguously allocated data record, such as C
structs and arrays as well as objects in the sense of object-oriented programming.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines terminology
for use in the remainder of the paper. Section 3 further motivates this work. Section 4
reviews prior work in the area. Section 5 describes our experimental methodology and
particularly our liveness analysis. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section
7 discusses the usefulness of our approach in debugging garbage collectors and leak
detectors. Section 8 suggests directions for future work and Section 9 concludes.
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Figure 2 gives an example of the usefulness of liveness accuracy. Let’s suppose
parse returns an abstract syntax tree and that after p6 ast holds the only pointer to
the tree. Let’s suppose that the variable ast is not dereferenced at or after program
point p8 (in other words, it is dead). A reachability traversal that does not use liveness
information will not detect that the object returned by parse is garbage at program
point p8 . On the other hand a reachability traversal that uses liveness information will
find that ast is dead at program point p8 and will reclaim the tree returned by parse
(garbage collection) or report it as a leak to the programmer (leak detection).

2 Background
A garbage collector or leak detector identifies unreachable objects using a reachability traversal starting from local and global variables of the program.2 All objects not
reached in the reachability traversal are dead and can be freed. In order to identify the
greatest number of dead objects, only live pointers, that is, pointers that will be dereferenced in the future, must be traversed. Unfortunately, without prior knowledge of the
future of the computation it is impossible to precisely identify live pointers. Thus, reachability traversals use conservative approximations to the set of live pointers. In other
words, a realistic reachability traversal may treat a non-pointer or a non-live pointer as
a live pointer, and may therefore fail to find all the dead objects. The accuracy of a
reachability traversal refers to its ability to precisely identify live pointers.
There are two dimensions to accuracy: type accuracy and liveness accuracy. Type
accuracy determines whether or not the reachability traversal can distinguish pointers from non-pointers. Liveness accuracy determines whether or not the reachability
traversal can identify variables whose value will be dereferenced in the future. Both
dimensions require compiler support.
Figure 1 gives an example of the usefulness of type accuracy. Let’s suppose the
variables hash and ptr hold the same value (bit pattern) at program point p3 even though
one is a pointer and the other is an integer. If a reachability traversal is not type accurate
it will find that the object allocated at p2 is reachable at point p5 since hash “points
to” it. If, instead, the traversal was type accurate, it would not treat hash as a pointer
and could reclaim the object allocated at p2 (garbage collection) or report a leak to the
programmer (leak detection).

p1 : int hash = hashValue(. . .);
p2 : int ptr = (int)(malloc(. . .));
p3 : code using ∗ptr
p4 : ptr = null;
p5 : . . .

Fig. 1. Type accuracy example

2

For simplicity, we do not discuss generational collectors which may also do a reachability
traversal starting from selected regions of the heap.

p6 : Tree ∗ast = parse();
p7 : CFG ∗cfg = translate(ast);
p8 : code that does not use ast

Fig. 2. Liveness accuracy example

A major hindrance to both type or liveness accuracy is that they require significant
compiler support. In the case of type accuracy the compiler must preserve type information through all the compiler passes and communicate it to the reachability traversal
[12]. In the case of liveness accuracy the compiler must conduct a liveness analysis and
communicate the liveness information to the reachability traversal. Unlike type information, a compiler does not need to preserve liveness information through its passes if
the liveness analysis is the last pass before code generation.

3 Motivation
Prior work has focused almost exclusively on one aspect of accuracy – the ability to
distinguish pointers from non-pointers – and has considered liveness only as an afterthought. By separating the two aspects of accuracy, we can identify accuracy strategies that are different from any that have been proposed before and are worth exploring. For example, consider the problem of garbage collecting C programs. Prior work
has simply noted that C is unsafe and thus the garbage collector must be conservative
(type-inaccurate). While this is true with respect to the pointer/non-pointer dimension
of accuracy, it is not true with respect to the liveness dimension. A collector for C
and C++ programs which considers all variables with appropriate values to be pointers
would improve (both in efficiency and effectiveness) if it knew which variables were
live; variables that are not live need not be considered as pointers at GC time even if
they appear to be pointers from their value (see example in Figure 2).
Table 1 enumerates a few of the possible variations in each of the two dimensions of
accuracy. If prior work has proposed a particular combination of accuracy, the table also
references some of the relevant prior work. Many papers have proposed the no liveness
information/full type accuracy scheme and so we cite only a few of the relevant papers
in the table.
Even in this incomplete table, five out of nine combinations are unexplored in the literature. Several of the unexplored combinations have significant potential for advancing
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Table 1. Some variations in the two dimensions of garbage collector accuracy
Level of type accuracy
Level of liveness accuracy
None Partial
Full
None
[6] [4, 10] [3, 18, 28]
Intraprocedural for local vars
[1, 2, 12, 27]
Interprocedural for local and global vars (a)
(b)
(c)

the state of the art in leak detection and garbage collection. For example, consider the
combination of interprocedural liveness for local and global variables with the three
possibilities for pointer information (marked (a), (b), and (c) in table). Possibility (a)
will be useful for unsafe languages, such as C, since it will allow even a type-inaccurate
reachability traversal to ignore certain pointers and thus improve both its precision and
efficiency. Possibility (c) will improve over the best type-accurate schemes used for
type-safe languages such as Java and Modula-3 [1, 12, 27] since it incorporates liveness
of globals which we expect to be much more useful than liveness for local variables.
Finally, possibility (b) may be useful for either safe or unsafe languages (with some
programmer support).
This paper explores a significant part of the accuracy space in order to better understand the different possibilities for liveness and their usefulness in leak detectors and
garbage collectors.

4 Related Work
In this section we review prior work on comparing different garbage collection alternatives, type and liveness accuracy for compiled languages, and leak detection.
Shaham et al. [23] and Hirzel and Diwan [17] present work that is most relevant to
this paper. Shaham et al. evaluate a conservative garbage collector using a limit study:
They find that the conservative garbage collector is not effective in reclaiming objects
in a timely fashion. However, unlike our work, they do not experimentally determine
how much of this is due to type inaccuracy versus liveness inaccuracy, or which level
of accuracy would make their underlying garbage collector more effective. Hirzel and
Diwan [17] present an investigation of different levels of type accuracy using an earlier version of our framework. They demonstrate that the usefulness of type accuracy
in reclaiming objects depends on the architecture. In particular, type accuracy is more
important for 32-bit architectures than for 64-bit architectures. Hirzel and Diwan investigate only one dimension of accuracy, namely type accuracy, and ignore liveness
accuracy in their study.
Bartlett [4], Zorn [32], Smith and Morrisett [24], and Agesen et al. [1] compare different garbage collection alternatives with respect to memory consumption. Bartlett [4]
describes versions of his mostly-copying garbage collector that differ in stack accuracy.
Zorn [32] compares the Boehm-Demers-Weiser collector to a number of explicit memory management implementations. Smith and Morrisett [24] describe a new mostlycopying garbage collector and compare it to the Boehm-Demers-Weiser collector. All
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these studies focus on the total heap size. Measuring the total heap size is useful for
comparing collectors with the same accuracy, but makes it difficult to tease apart the
effects of fragmentation, allocator data structures, and accuracy. Since we are counting
bytes in reachable objects instead of total heap size, we are able to look at the effects of
garbage collector accuracy in isolation from the other effects. Agesen et al. investigate
the effect of intraprocedural local variable liveness on the number of reachable bytes
after an accurate garbage collection. Besides intraprocedural local-variable liveness we
also consider many other kinds of liveness.
Zorn [32], Smith and Morrisett [24], and Hicks et al. [16] compare different memory management schemes with respect to their efficiency. Zorn [31] looks at the cache
performance of different garbage collectors. We do not look at run-time efficiency but
instead concentrate on the effectiveness of garbage collectors in reclaiming objects.
Boehm and Shao [8] describe a technique for obtaining type accuracy for heap
objects without compiler support which requires a moderate amount of programmer
support. Boehm and Shao do not report any results for the effectiveness of their scheme.
Diwan et al. [12], Agesen et al. [1], and Stichnoth et al. [25] consider how to perform accurate garbage collection in compiled type-safe languages. Diwan et al. [12] describe how the compiler and run-time system of Modula-3 can support accurate garbage
collection. Agesen et al. [1] and Stichnoth et al. [25] extend Diwan et al.’s work by incorporating liveness into accuracy and allowing garbage collection at all points and not
just safe points. Even though these papers assume type-safe languages, type accuracy
is still difficult to implement especially in the presence of compiler optimizations. Our
work identifies what kinds of accuracy are useful for reclaiming objects, which is important for deciding what kinds of accuracy to obtain by compiler analysis. Also, our
approach can be used in its current form for identifying leaks in both type-safe and
unsafe languages.
Hastings and Joyce [15], Dion and Monier [11], and GreatCircle [13] describe
leak detectors based on the Boehm-Demers-Weiser collector [9]. The Boehm-DemersWeiser collector can also be used as a leak detector [7]. Our scheme uses more accurate
information than these detectors and is thus capable of finding more leaks in programs.

5 Methodology
One approach to this study is to implement several different levels of accuracy in a compiler and communicate this information to a reachability traversal. However, because we
wanted to experiment with many different levels of accuracy the implementation effort
would have been prohibitive since implementing even a single accuracy scheme is a
challenging undertaking [12]. We therefore chose a different tactic.
Our basic approach (Figure 3) is to analyze a running program to determine different
levels of type and liveness information. This approach is easier than actually building
several levels of accuracy since at run time we have perfect aliasing and control flow
information. Moreover, at run time we do not have to worry about preserving any information through later optimization passes. An additional advantage is that we can do
a direct, detailed, and meaningful comparison between the different memory management schemes. Section 5.1 describes our methodology for collecting type information,
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and section 5.2 describes our methodology for collecting different levels of liveness information. Section 5.3 introduces the different accuracy levels that we consider in this
paper. Section 5.4 shows how we compare the effectiveness of reachability traversals
with different levels of accuracy information. Section 5.5 discusses the limitations of
our approach. Section 5.6 describes and gives relevant statistics about our benchmark
programs.

Type−analysis
library

C Program +
Library routines

Strength
selection
Trace

Instrumentor

Link

Run−1

Liveness
analysis
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– proc name, offset: activation records for the procedure identified by proc name
contain a pointer at offset.
We output the above information for every call and allocation point. We do not
output any information about pointers in registers since we force all variables to live in
memory; registers serve only as scratch space and never contain pointers to objects that
are not also reachable from pointers in memory.
The set-up for type accuracy differs slightly from our earlier work on type accuracy
[17] in a few aspects. We exclude the activation records of the BDW garbage collector
itself from the root set of the reachability traversal. We found and fixed a leak in the
BDW collector. Finally, we force the heap to start at a slightly higher address in Run-2
to minimize interference with the data structures needed by our infrastructure.

Type information

5.2 Approach for Liveness
Link

Run−2
Liveness information

Stubs +
BDW gc

Fig. 3. Framework

5.1 Approach for Type Accuracy
We use the same infrastructure for type accuracy as our previous study on type accuracy
[17] so we describe it only briefly here. We convert our C source programs into the
SUIF representation [26, 30], instrument the SUIF representation to make calls to a runtime type-analysis library, link and run the program (Run-1). The type-analysis library
precisely tracks the flow of pointers at run time and determines which locations contain
pointers. At the end of Run-1, the instrumentation outputs type information in the form
of tables that describe which memory locations contain pointers. This information is
similar to compiler output in a real garbage collection system for a type-safe language.
Then, we link the same instrumented program with empty stubs instead of the type
analysis library and with the Boehm-Demers-Weiser (BDW) garbage collector [7]. We
have modified BDW so that it can use the type information during Run-2. Since memory
addresses of objects may be different in the second run, Run-1 assigns unique identifiers to each heap-allocated object and global variable and uses these identifiers to refer
to objects. Run-1 communicates type-accurate information to Run-2 using location descriptors, which take one of the following forms:
– global id, offset: the global variable identified by global id contains a pointer at
offset.
– heap id, offset: the heap allocated object identified by heap id contains a pointer
at offset.

Besides generating type information, Run-1 also outputs a trace of events. We analyze
this trace to obtain liveness information. In addition to type information, Run-2 can also
use the liveness information to improve the precision of its reachability traversals.
Our analysis of the trace mirrors the actions of a traditional backward-fl ow liveness
analysis in a compiler. Like a traditional data-fl ow liveness analysis, there are two main
events in our run-time analysis: uses and definitions. Uses, such as pointer dereferences,
make a memory location live at points immediately before the use. Definitions, such as
assignments, make the defined memory location dead just before the definition. The
run-time analysis is parametrized so that it can realistically simulate a range of static
analyses.
Format of the Trace. The trace consists of a sequence of events that are recorded as
the program executes. Table 2 describes the kinds of events in a trace. The events in the
trace are designed to enable different fl avors of liveness analysis.
Some events (such as “assign”) refer to memory locations. The trace represents the
memory locations using location descriptor instances instead of location descriptors as
described in Section 5.1, because we need to distinguish between multiple instances of
a local variable. Each global location descriptor has only one instance but local location
descriptors have multiple instances, one for each invocation of the local variable’s enclosing procedure. Each local location descriptor instance, besides identifying its location descriptor, has an attribute, Home, which identifies the activation record for which
the instance was created. Section 5.2 demonstrates how maintaining location descriptor
instances avoids imprecision in analyzing recursive calls.
Basic Algorithm. To obtain liveness information, we perform an analysis on the event
trace. In a nutshell, we read the sequence of events in reverse order and keep track of
which locations are live at any point during program execution. This approach refl ects
the fact that liveness of pointers depends on the future, not the past, of the computation.
Our algorithm maintains two data structures: currentlyLive and resultingLiveness.
For each location descriptor instance , currentlyLive() indicates whether it is live at
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Table 2. Trace events
Event
Example Description
assign(lhs, rhs1 , . . . , rhsn ) x = y + z Assignment to location lhs from the locations
rhs1 . . . rhsn . Used to represent normal assignments,
parameter passing, and assignment of return value of a
call.
use(rhs)
. . . ∗x . . . Use of location rhs. A pointer dereference is a use.
Also passing a parameter to an external function is a
use of the parameter.
→
call()
f (. . .)
Call to a procedure.
return()
Return from a procedure. (For a longjmp, we generate
→ f (. . .)
several return-events.)
allocation(p)
malloc(. . .) Allocation of heap object number p (numbered consecutively since program startup).

the current point in the analysis. In other words, as the analysis processes the trace
events in reverse order, it keeps track of what is live at any given point of the original
execution of the benchmark. The resultingLiveness data structure maintains liveness
information that will be output at the end of the program. When the liveness analysis
finishes, for a stack location descriptor s, resultingLiveness(s) ≡ {cs1 , . . . , csn } is the
set of call sites where s is live, and for a global location descriptor g, resultingLiveness(g) ≡ {p1 , . . . , pm } is the set of dynamic calls to malloc where g is live (these
include the points where we do reachability traversals in Run-2). We use stack location
descriptors rather than stack location descriptor instances in resultingLiveness to keep
the output of the analysis manageable. Note that we output more precise information for
globals than for stack variables since maintaining such detailed information for stack
locations was infeasible.
As the liveness analysis is processing the trace, it also also tracks the call point at
which each active procedure is stopped. For instance, if procedure p calls q, within the
body of q the stopping point for the activation record of p will be the call to q within
p. Given location description instance x, HomeCS(x) gives the stopping point of the
Home activation record of x.
Our analysis never directly reads the currentlyLive fl ags, but instead uses the function isLive, which defaults to
proc isLive() { return currentlyLive(); }
In Section 5.2, we describe how isLive helps to obtain selective liveness.
Table 3 gives the actions that the liveness analysis performs on each event. The
actions for assign and use are similar to the corresponding transfer functions that a
compile-time liveness analysis would use. The actions for call are, however, more complex, and we motivate and describe them in Section 5.2.
Our algorithm works by keeping the currentlyLive fl ags up-to-date for all locations
. The intuition here is that  must be live prior to any potential dereference of the value
it contains; i.e., a use, assign to another live location, or call of an external function that
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sees . When the analysis has completed, it outputs each location descriptor along with
its resultingLiveness.

Table 3. Liveness analysis
Event
Action
assign(lhs, rhs1 , . . . , rhsn ) If isLive(lhs) ≡ true, then make currentlyLive(rhs1 ), . . . ,
currentlyLive(rhsn ) true. If none of the rhsi is the same as the lhs,
make currentlyLive false for lhs.
use(rhs)
Make currentlyLive true for the location descriptor instance rhs.
call()
If this is an external call, for each externally visible location ,
make currentlyLive() true. Then, for each stack location descriptor instance s with isLive(s) ≡ true, add HomeCS(s) to the resultingLiveness of s’ s location descriptor.
return()
Initialize data structures (such as ones that record the stopping
points).
allocation(p)
For each global location  with isLive() ≡ true, add the dynamic
program point p to the resultingLiveness of .

Analyzing Call Events. To understand the reason for the complexity in analyzing calls,
consider the a run of the code segment in Figure 4 where f calls itself recursively just
once. Consider the most recent invocation of f (which must be in the else branch, since
in this example, f recurses just once). The expression ∗∗b dereferences the variable c
but from the previous call to f . Thus, c from the previous invocation of f is live at the
recursive call to f . However, even though ∗ ∗ b dereferences c, it does not dereference
the most recent instance of c and thus, c is not live at the call to g. Calls are the most
complex to analyze since that’s where we handle such situations precisely.

int a;
int ∗∗b;
void f (){
int ∗c;
/∗ uninitialized ∗/
if(. . .){
b = &c;
f ();
else{
∗b = &a;
g();
/∗ call site cg ∗/
. . . ∗∗b . . . ;
}
}

Fig. 4. Recursive call example
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The intuition for how we handle calls is as follows. The liveness analysis maintains
the currentlyLive fl ags for all location descriptor instances based on the actions in Table
3. When the liveness analysis encounters a call event, it updates the resultingLiveness
of all stack instances that are live at that call. To update the resultingLiveness for a live
instance x, it adds HomeCS(x) to resultingLiveness(x). In other words, call events are
the points where we summarize the information in isLive into resultingLiveness.
Let’s consider what happens when we apply our method to the execution of the code
in Figure 4. As before, consider a run of the code in where f calls itself recursively just
once. Table 4 shows an event trace (in reverse order) of the above program along with
the actions our liveness analysis will take. For some events (such as returns) we do not
list any actions since these events serve to simply initialize auxiliary data structures.
During the trace generation we create two instances of the location descriptor for local
variable c: c1 for the first call to f and c2 for the second call to f . Note however that
our algorithm adds to the resultingLiveness of c on behalf of c1 and not on behalf of c2 .
This is correct and precise since c2 is not dereferenced (or assigned to a variable that is
dereferenced) in this run.
Table 4. Processing a trace of the example program
Event
Comment
11: return() outer f returns
10: return()
inner f returns to outer f
9: use(b)
deref of b
8: use(c1 )
deref of ∗b ≡ c1
7: return()
g returns to inner f
6: call()
inner f calls g
5: use(b)
deref of b
4: assign(c1 )
assign to ∗b ≡ c1
else-part in inner f
3: call()
outer f calls inner f
2: assign(b)
assign to b
then-part in outer f
1: call()
call to outer f

Analysis action
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words, for those regions of memory and kinds of variables where we do not want liveness information, we assume they are always live.
proc isLive(){
if( ∈ Stack and  ∈ ScalarVars)
then return currentlyLive();
else return true;
}

Fig. 5. isLive when computing liveness for scalars in stack

By changing what calls are to external routines we can select the precision of the
third dimension. For example, if we wish to mimic intraprocedural analysis then we
consider all calls as being to external routines. The action for the call()-event in Table 3
will therefore make all externally visible locations (heap locations, global locations, or
stack locations whose address gets taken) live at all calls. For interprocedural analysis
all calls are to non-external routines. We handle library routines by providing stubs that
mimic their behavior.
5.3 Accuracy Levels in This Paper

currentlyLive(b) ← true
currentlyLive(c1 ) ← true

Table 5. Schemes evaluated
add HomeCS(c1 ) to resultingLiveness(c)
currentlyLive(b) ← true
currentlyLive(c1 ) ← false
no locals live, nothing happens!
currentlyLive(b) ← false

Selective Liveness. We consider three dimensions that determine the precision of liveness: (i) the region of memory for which we have liveness information (stack, heap, and
globals), (ii) whether we compute liveness only for scalar variables or also for record
fields and array elements (i.e., aggregates), and (iii) whether we compute liveness information intraprocedurally or interprocedurally. We now describe how we vary the above
dimensions in the algorithm from Section 5.2.
By changing the implementation of isLive we can select the precision level of the
first two dimensions. For example, suppose we wish to compute liveness information
for scalars in the stack, then we use the implementation of isLive in Figure 5. In other

Area of memory
Stack
Stack+Globals
No type accuracy
None
(N, N )
(N, N )
Intraprocedural scalars (N, iscalar
) (N, iscalar
)
s
sg
Intraprocedural all
(N, iall
(N, iall
s )
sg )
scalar
Interprocedural scalars (N, Isscalar ) (N, Isg
)
all
all
Interprocedural all
(N, Is ) (N, Isg
)
With type accuracy
None
(T, N )
(T, N )
Intraprocedural scalars (T, iscalar
) (T, iscalar
)
s
sg
all
Intraprocedural all
(T, iall
)
(T,
i
)
s
sg
scalar
Interprocedural scalars (T, Isscalar ) (T, Isg
)
all
all
Interprocedural all
(T, Is )
(T, Isg
)

Table 5 gives the schemes that we evaluate in this paper along with abbreviations
for the schemes. The first part of the table lists schemes that do not include type accuracy but may include liveness accuracy. The second part of the table lists schemes that
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include type accuracy and may also include liveness. The entries in the table are pairs,
the first element of which gives the level of type accuracy ((N, ·) are schemes with
no type accuracy and (T, ·) are schemes with type accuracy) and the second element
gives the level of liveness accuracy. The “intraprocedural” configurations (·, i·· ) assume
the worst case for all externally visible variables (globals and locals whose address
has been taken) while the “interprocedural” configurations (·, I·· ) analyze across proce) configurations
dure boundaries for externally visible variables. The “scalars” (·, ·scalar
·
compute liveness information only for scalar variables whereas the “all” (·, ·all
· ) configurations compute it for all scalar variables, record fields, and array elements. The “stack”
configurations (·, ··s ) compute liveness information only for stack variables whereas the
“stack and globals” (·, ··sg ) configurations compute it for locations on the stack and for
statically allocated variables. While the abbreviations from Table 5 identify accuracy
levels, we will sometimes use them to mean the number of bytes occupied by reachable
objects when using that accuracy level.

ideal
sg )
( T , I all

sg )
(N , I all

sg )
(N , i all

(N , I scalar
)
sg

(N , I all
s )

(T , N )
sg
)
(N , i scalar

(N , i all
s )

explicit

(N , I scalar
s
)

(N , i scalar
)
s
(N , N )
none

Fig. 6. Memory Management Schemes. Each node in this graph is a memory management scheme. An edge indicates that the scheme with the lower vertical position is
strictly weaker than the scheme with the higher vertical position.

Figure 6 presents accuracy schemes organized as a lattice. The order is by strength,
with the strongest scheme at the top and the weakest scheme at the bottom.
Note that we decided not to look at liveness for the heap. To see why, let us first
imagine what it would mean in our context. Let heap id, offset be a heap location. If
we had heap-accurate liveness for aggregates, we might for example know that even
though the heap object heap id contains a pointer at offset, that pointer will not be used
in the future. But getting this information poses at least two challenges. First, in order to
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compute heap liveness we need a precise pointer analysis which is often prohibitively
expensive. Second, how to communicate the heap liveness information to the garbage
collector? A precise pointer analysis may create many instances of each allocation site
and the information may therefore get to be very large. With our trace-based approach,
we could of course have obtained heap liveness information, but given the difficulty of
obtaining it at compile time, our results would have been a very loose upper bound.
Thus, we omitted a study of heap liveness for this paper.
5.4 Measurement Methodology
To collect our numbers, we execute Run-2 multiple times for each benchmark, once for
each liveness scheme. To facilitate comparison of the different accuracy schemes, we
trigger the reachability traversal at the same time for each level of accuracy. For this
study we trigger a reachability traversal every A/n bytes of allocation where A is the
total allocation throughout the benchmark run and n = 50. Thus for each program and
accuracy scheme we end up with a vector of approximately 50 numbers representing the
reachable bytes found at each traversal. To compare two liveness schemes, we simply
subtract their vectors to determine how they compare at each traversal. The numbers we
present in Section 6 are typically averages computed over the difference vectors.
Here is an example for our metric, where for simplicity we assume n = 3. Let
the conservative garbage collector (N, N ) encounter (100, 200, 200) bytes in reachall
)
able heap objects after its three collections. Let our strongest liveness scheme (N, Isg
encounter (100, 180, 160) bytes in reachable
heap
objects
after
its
three
collections.


(N,N )−(N,I all )

(N,N )1 −(N,I all )1

(N,N )n −(N,I all )n

sg
sg
sg
,
to mean n1
+ ...+
We write avg
(N,N )
(N,N )1
(N,N )n


which is 13 100−100
= 10% in our concrete example. In other
+ 200−180
+ 200−160
100
200
200
words, with strong liveness accuracy, the heap would on average be 10% smaller after
garbage collections.
An alternative metric is to measure the heap size (including fragmentation and GC
data structures) or the process footprint instead of bytes in reachable heap objects. These
are useful metrics but unfortunately not ones we can measure easily in our infrastructure since our instrumentation and extensions to the Boehm-Demers-Weiser collector
increase the memory requirements of the host program.

5.5 Limitations
The two main limitations of our approach are: (i) it is a limit study and thus not guaranteed to expose the realizable potential of liveness, and (ii) our instrumentation may
perturb program behavior and thus, we could suffer from Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
Our results are an upper bound on the usefulness of liveness information because
our analysis has perfect alias information, and because a location may not be live in a
particular run, even though there exists a run where it is live. To reduce the possibility
of having large errors of this sort, we ran a selection of our benchmarks on multiple
inputs and compared the results across the inputs. Section 6.5 presents these results.
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Also, we spent significant time manually inspecting the output of our liveness analysis
when it yielded a significant benefit. While our manual inspection was not exhaustive
(or anywhere close), we found no situations where our liveness analysis’ results were
specific only to a particular run.
The methodology that we use to obtain our data infl uences the results itself because
we force all local variables to live on the stack, even when they could otherwise have
been allocated in registers. Register allocation in a conventional compiler may use its
own liveness analysis and may reuse the register assigned to a variable if that variable is
dead. Thus, at garbage collection time the dead pointer is not around anymore. In other
words, the compiler is passing liveness information to the garbage collector implicitly
by modifying the code rather than explicitly. Since register allocators typically use only
intraprocedural liveness analysis of scalars, this effect is likely to be strictly weaker than
our intraprocedural liveness scheme for scalars on the stack.

5.6 Benchmarks
We used three criteria to select our benchmark programs. First, we picked benchmarks
that performed significant heap allocation. Second, we picked benchmarks that we
thought would demonstrate the difference between accurate and inaccurate garbage collection. For example, we picked anagram since it uses bit vectors which may end up
looking like pointers to a conservative garbage collector. Third, we included a number
of object-oriented benchmarks.
Table 6 describes our benchmark programs. Lang. gives the source language of the
benchmark programs. Lines gives the number of lines in the source code of the program
(including comments and blank lines). Total alloc. gives the number of bytes allocated
throughout the execution of the program. Two of our benchmarks, gctest and gctest3,
are designed to test garbage collectors [4, 5]. These benchmarks both allocate and create garbage at a rapid rate. The original version of these programs contained explicit
calls to the garbage collector. We removed these calls to allow garbage collection to
be automatically invoked. The benchmarks bshift, erbt, ebignum, and gegrep are Eiffel
programs that we translated into C with the GNU Eiffel compiler SmallEiffel. We used
the option -no gc and linked the generated C code up with our collector. Likewise, we
disabled the garbage collector included in the Lisp interpreter li from the SPECInt95
benchmark suite to use our collector instead. The remaining programs use standard C
allocation and deallocation to manage memory. We conducted all our experiments on a
AMD Athlon workstation.
Due to the prohibitive cost of our analyses,3 we had to pick relatively short runs
for most of the programs. However, for those programs where we were able to do both
shorter and longer runs, we found little difference between the two runs as far as our
results are concerned.

3

Some of these benchmarks take over 24 hours on a 850 MHz Athlon with 512MB of memory
to run all the configurations.
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Table 6. Benchmarks
Name
Lang. Lines Total alloc. Main data structures
Programs written with gc in mind:
gctest3 C
85 2 200 004 lists and arrays
gctest
C
196 1 123 180 lists and trees
bshift
Eiffel
350
28 700 dlists
erbt
Eiffel
927
222 300 red-black trees
ebignum Eiffel 3 137
109 548 arrays
li
C
7 597 9 030 872 cons cells
gegrep Eiffel 17 185
106 392 DFAs
Programs with explicit deallocation:
anagram C
647
259 512 lists and bitfields
ks
C
782
7 920 D-arrays and lists
ft
C
2 156
166 832 graphs
yacr2
C
3 979
41 380 arrays and structures
bc
C
7 308 12 382 400 abstract syntax trees
gzip
C
8 163
14 180 Huffman trees
ijpeg
C
31 211
148 664 various image repn.

Workload
loop to 20,000
only repeat 5 in listtest2
scales 2 through 7
50 trees with 500 nodes each
twice the included test-stub
nqueens.lsp, n = 7
’[A-Za-z]+\-[A-Za-z]+’ t
words < input.in
KL-2.in
1000 2000
input4.in
find primes smaller 500
-d texinfo.tex.gz
testinput.ppm -GO

6 Results
We now present experimental results to answer the following questions about the usefulness of liveness for garbage collection and leak detection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does liveness enable us to identify more garbage objects?
How does liveness accuracy compare to type accuracy in reclaiming objects?
How powerful should a liveness analysis be before it is useful?
Do our more powerful liveness schemes allow us to find more memory leaks in our
benchmarks?

Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 present results to answer the above questions. Section
6.5 validates our methodology. Section 6.6 discusses the implications of our results for
garbage collectors and leak detectors. Finally, Section 6.7 summarizes our results.
6.1 Usefulness of Liveness
In this section we consider whether liveness enables the reachability traversal to detect more of the dead objects as compared to a reachability traversal that does not use
all
liveness information. Table 7 compares our strongest liveness scheme, (N, Isg
), to no
liveness, (N, N ). To make this and other tables in this paper easier to read, we leave all
zero entries blank. Note that there are still some “ 0” entries in the table: these entries
represent values that are less than 1% but not zero.
The first column of Table 7 gives the benchmark program. The second column gives
all
the additional unreachable bytes that (N, Isg
) identifies over (N, N ) as a percent of
the bytes that (N, N ) identifies as reachable. The data in this column is an average
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over the data collected at each of the reachability traversals. A non-empty cell in this
all
) identified more unreachable bytes than (N, N ). An empty
column means that (N, Isg
all
cell in this column means that (N, N ) performed as well as (N, Isg
). The third column
all
gives an indication of the increased memory requirement of (N, N ) over (N, Isg
): it
compares the maximum number of bytes that are reachable with the two schemes as a
percent of the maximum number of bytes that are reachable with (N, N ). The fourth
all
) retained fewer
column gives the percent of reachability traversals after which (N, Isg
objects than (N, N ). Recall that we trigger reachability traversals approximately 50
times for each benchmark run (Section 5.4). A non-empty cell in this column means
all
) identified more unreachable bytes than (N, N ).
that at some traversals (N, Isg
Table 7. Usefulness of liveness
Benchmark avg
gctest3
gctest
bshift
erbt
ebignum
li
gegrep
anagram
ks
ft
yacr2
bc
gzip
ijpeg

all )
(N,N)−(N,Isg
%
(N,N)

all )
max(N,N)−max(N,Isg
different
% Traversals
max(N,N)
Num traversals %
0
0
79

42
19
13
0
59

23
6
18

21
2
11
1

15
0
17

43

94
98
87
2
98

90
98
50
20

all
From Table 7 we see that (N, Isg
) benefits 10 out of our 14 benchmark programs.
For two of the programs (gctest3 and li) the improvement due to liveness is small. For
six of the programs (bshift, erbt, ebignum, gegrep, yacr2, and gzip) liveness reduces the
maximum number of reachable bytes by up to 43%. From the fourth column we see that
several of the programs leak memory for most of the execution (i.e., the leaks, on average, are not short lived). Thus from these numbers we conclude that liveness (at least in
its most aggressive form) has the potential to significantly improve the effectiveness of
garbage collectors and leak detectors.

6.2 Liveness versus Type Accuracy
In this section we investigate the individual and cumulative benefits of type and liveness
accuracy. Table 8 compares reachability traversals using type accuracy only ((T, N )),
all
)), and both type accuracy and the best liveness accuracy
liveness accuracy only ((N, Isg
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all
((T, Isg
)). The columns of this table present the difference between the bytes retained
all
all
by (N, N ) and the bytes retained by (T, N ), (N, Isg
), and (T, Isg
) as a percent of the
bytes retained by (N, N ). As with Table 7, the data in Table 8 is an average across
all the reachability traversals in a program run. Column 3 of this table is the same as
Column 2 of Table 7.

Table 8. Liveness and type accuracy. All benchmarks that see no benefit from liveness
or type accuracy are omitted.
Benchmark avg
gctest3
bshift
erbt
ebignum
li
gegrep
yacr2
bc
gzip
ijpeg

(N,N)−(T,N)
%
(N,N)

0

1
1

avg

all )
(N,N)−(N,Isg
%
(N,N)

0
42
19
13
0
59
21
2
11
1

avg

all )
(N,N)−(T,Isg
%
(N,N)

0
42
19
13
0
59
21
2
12
1

From Table 8 we see that just adding type information to a reachability traversal
yields relatively modest improvements for these benchmark runs (though type accuracy
may yield greater benefits on other architectures [17]). In comparison there is a significant benefit to using liveness information in a reachability traversal. From Column 4 we
see that there is little benefit to adding type information to liveness for identifying dead
objects. In other words, the information that the aggressive liveness analysis computes
is sufficient for identifying live pointers. There may, however, be performance benefits
to type information since a type-accurate collector can compact reachable memory and
thus affect its memory system behavior.
6.3 Strength of Liveness Analysis
In this section we investigate the usefulness of different levels of liveness. Since more
precise liveness information is more difficult to implement and expensive to compute, it
is important to determine the point of diminishing return for liveness. Table 9 gives the
impact of the precision of liveness information on the reachability traversal’s ability to
identify dead objects. Table 9 is divided into two parts: Stack liveness presents the data
when we compute liveness only for variables on the stack and Stack and global liveness presents the data when we compute liveness for variables on the stack and global
variables. Each part has three columns. The first column of each part is the baseline:
it shows the benefit of computing simple liveness (i.e., only for scalar variables and
using an intraprocedural analysis). We compute the first column of each section in the
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same manner as the columns of Table 8. The second and third columns of each section
indicate how the value in the first column would increase if we used interprocedural
liveness and computed liveness for elements of aggregate variables (i.e., record fields
and array elements). There was no benefit to analyzing aggregates in an intraprocedural
analysis of stack or global variables and thus we omitted those columns from the table.

Table 9. Varying the strength of the liveness analysis. Columns 2 and 5 (baseline)
give the benefit of intraprocedural liveness of scalars for stack and globals. Columns
3, 4, 6, and 7 give the additional benefit of interprocedural analysis and analysis of
aggregates over their corresponding baselines. All benchmarks that see benefit from
neither liveness nor type accuracy are omitted.
Program

Stack liveness
avg

gctest3
bshift
erbt
ebignum
li
gegrep
yacr2
bc
gzip
ijpeg

(N,N)−(N,iscalar )
s

(N,N)

Stack and global liveness

% +IP +IP+aggr
0
0

(N,N)−(N,iscalar
)
sg
avg
%
(N,N)

0
0

13

0

0

13

0
0
0

9

9

0
1
0

11

11
1

+IP +IP+aggr
3
1
0
0
23
20
1
11

42
19
0
0
58
20
2
11
1

From Table 9 we see that there is little or no benefit from adding intraprocedural
stack liveness for our benchmarks. This is consistent with behavior observed by Agesen
et al. [1]. Indeed, until we do an interprocedural analysis we get almost no benefit
from stack liveness. Note that once we have added interprocedural liveness, analyzing
aggregates helps only slightly. Thus, if one is implementing only a stack analysis, then
the best bet is to implement an interprocedural liveness analysis and not bother with
analyzing non-scalars.
The majority of the benefit of liveness analysis comes from analyzing global variables (see second set of columns in Table 9). The relative importance of local and global
variable liveness is not too surprising: unlike local variables, global variables are around
for the entire lifetime of the program and thus a dead pointer in a global variable will
have a much bigger impact on reachability traversal than a dead pointer in a (relatively
short lived) local variable. However, even for global variables, liveness analysis yields
little benefit unless the liveness analysis is interprocedural. The cumulative impact of
adding aggregate and interprocedural analysis is greater than the sum of the parts. For
example, in benchmark bshift the benefit of interprocedural analysis is 3% and the benefit of analyzing aggregates is 0%, but the benefit of adding both is 42%.
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Figure 7 illustrates how the combined effect of analyzing aggregates and interprocedural analysis is greater than the sum of their parts. In this example s is a global record.
Assume for this example that the fields of s are used consistently with their types. If
we analyze procedure f using an interprocedural analysis without aggregates then we
would have to conclude that the two fields of s may contain pointers at the call to g
since the analysis is conservative about record fields. If we analyze procedure f using
an intraprocedural liveness analysis that analyzes aggregates then once again we would
have to conclude that the fields of s may contain live pointers at the call to g since the
intraprocedural analysis assumes the worst case for calls. Only when we analyze procedure f using an interprocedural liveness analysis that analyzes aggregates are we able
to determine that the fields of s do not contain pointers.
var s : record i : ref int; j : ref int; end
proc f ()
...
call g()
...

Fig. 7. Example of the synergy between analyzing aggregates and doing interprocedural
analysis

To summarize, Figure 8 shows both the theoretical (Figure 8(a)) and experimental
(Figure 8(b)) relationship between the different liveness analyses. Figure 8(a) is the
segment of Figure 6 that contains the liveness accurate memory management schemes.
Figure 8(b) is the same graph, but with a different interpretation of vertical position. For
)−S
each scheme S in (b), the vertical position corresponds to the metric avg (N,N
(N,N ) %,
which is explained in Section 5.4. The horizontal lines in Figure 8(b) connect accuracy
schemes that differ in strength only theoretically but not in our experiments.
6.4 Effectiveness in Finding Leaks
The previous sections shed light on the impact of different kinds of liveness information on garbage reclamation or leak detection. In this section we discuss whether or not
liveness was able to identify leaks in any of our benchmark programs. We define a leak
as an object that is never deallocated by the original program but could have been deallocated before the program ended. This is a rather weak notion of leaks, however, since
it does not incorporate timeliness of deallocation. For example, if an object becomes
useless early in the program and is not explicitly deallocated till much later it would not
qualify as a leak under our definition.
Of our seven benchmarks that use explicit deallocation (anagram, ks, ft, yacr2, bc,
all
) found leaks in yacr2, bc, and ijpeg. Of these, the leaks in bc
gzip, and ijpeg) (N, Isg
and ijpeg are an insignificant percentage of total allocation (less than 1%). The leak in
yacr2 however is significant and accounts for 60% of total allocation (i.e., 60% of of the
space is leakage). Since yacr2 does only a modest amount of total allocation in our run,
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a leak of 60% is not as critical as it sounds. However, it is important to keep in mind
that most of the benchmarks we used (particularly the C codes) are well-established
and well-studied programs; thus it would have been surprising to find significant leaks
in them.

13

avg

sg )
(N , I all

(N , N ) −S
%
(N , N )
sg )
(N , I all

12
11

sg )
(N , i all

s )
(N , I all

sg
(N , I scalar
)

(N , i all
s )

(N , i scalar
)
sg

(N , I scalar
)
s

10

(N , i

scalar
s

9
8
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6.5 Validation of Our Methodology
Our approach extracts liveness information from a single run of the program and thus
it is possible that the liveness information is specific only to that run. In this section we
consider how the liveness information varies across runs. A high variation means that
our methodology is computing loose upper bounds and thus is severely limited in its
usefulness.
To investigate the variation across runs, we ran three benchmarks with a different
input and compared the results to our previous runs. If a stack or global location had a
different liveness at any point in the two runs we counted that location as “ different” .
Table 10 gives the stack and global locations that are different as a percent of total stack
all
). The results for other levels of accuracy are
and global locations when using (N, Isg
similar or better. As with our other tables, we leave the “ 0” entries blank; 0.0 in this
table means that the value is smaller than 0.1% but not 0.
Table 10. Number of stack and global locations that are different as a percent of total
static stack and global locations

)

(N , N )
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(a)

Stack
Global
Benchmark Count % different Count % different
gegrep
30484
0.7 48717
0.0
yacr2
586
2.7 384
gzip
2075
1.3 84158
2.2

7
6

From Table 10 we see that there is little difference between the liveness information
for our two runs. We also measured the effectiveness of different levels of accuracy in
identifying dead objects (similarly to Table 7). We found that the results were identical
for the two runs in terms of the relative usefulness of the different accuracy schemes.
The number of bytes that each liveness scheme was able to identify as dead was of
course different between the two runs. Thus, it is likely that our run-time methodology
is computing a tight upper bound.

sg
)
(N , I scalar

5
4
3
s )
(N , I all

6.6 Implications for Leak Detection and GC
)
s
(N , I scalar

2
all
sg

1

(N , i )
all
s

(N , i )
0

(N , i

scalar
sg

)
(N , i sscalar )
(N , N )

(b)

Fig. 8. Theoretical (a) and experimental (b) liveness strength.

Our results demonstrate that a liveness-accurate reachability traversal will find many
more dead bytes than one that is not liveness accurate even if it is type accurate. Particularly, even garbage collectors and leak detectors written for unsafe programs can be
much more effective with strong liveness information.
A significant advantage of liveness accuracy over type accuracy is that it is more
widely applicable since it does not require a compiler to propagate liveness information across its optimization passes and also it does not require type-safe languages. One
could even imagine using it to null out pointers in the source code instead of communicating it to the garbage collector in form of tables. Yet the benefits (in reclaiming
objects) of liveness information are even greater than the benefits of type information.
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Thus, we believe that a liveness analysis deserves to become an integral part of garbage
collectors and leak detectors.
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To summarize, garbage collectors and leak detectors are notoriously hard to write
and debug. Our experimental methodology provides implementors of these tools with
an additional mechanism for identifying potential performance problems.

6.7 Summary of Results
Our results demonstrate that while liveness accuracy significantly improves a reachability traversal’s ability to identify dead objects, the simpler liveness analyses are rarely
useful. For liveness accuracy to have a significant impact, the liveness analysis must
analyze both local and global variables and use an interprocedural analysis. Adding
analysis of aggregate variables further improves interprocedural liveness of local and
global variables but has no impact on intraprocedural liveness.

7 Experiences
Besides demonstrating that certain kinds of liveness can be valuable in identifying dead
objects, our experiments also had an unexpected side effect: they enabled us to identify
leaks in the BDW collector [7]. The BDW collector is a mature and extremely useful
tool that has been used heavily by a large user community for over 10 years and there
are even commercial leak detection products that are based on this collector [11]. Thus
we were surprised to find any leaks in this collector. Our experience leads us to believe
that experiments such as ours may be valuable to implementors of garbage collectors
and leak detectors in fine tuning their systems.
Broadly speaking there are two kinds of bugs in a garbage collector or leak detector:
(i) it can incorrectly identify a live object as dead and (ii) it can fail to identify a dead
object. The existence of a bug of the first kind, particularly in a garbage collector, will
probably be exposed quickly since freeing a live object will cause the program to exhibit
unexpected behavior or to crash. The existence of a bug of the second kind is much
harder to detect since it does not cause the program to crash: it just causes the program
to use more memory. Since most programmers treat a garbage collector as a black box,
they will not realize if the leak is due to a bug in the garbage collector or if it is due to
an unfortunate pointer in their own code. All bugs we found in the BDW collector were
of the second kind.
How did our experiments help us in finding leaks in the BDW collector? We experimented with a wide range of variations in the BDW collector, some of which minor
(such as intraprocedural liveness of local scalar variables) and some of which significant
(such as ones involving interprocedural analysis). We discovered the leaks when we saw
behavior in one of our variations that did not make sense. For instance, in one case we
found that incorporating intraprocedural liveness of global and local variables found
many more dead objects than intraprocedural liveness for just local variables. When we
tried to imagine how such a situation could happen we ended up with contrived examples which seemed unlikely to appear in real programs. Thus, we investigated further
and found the source of the problem: the BDW collector was mistakenly using some of
its own global variables as roots. When we provided liveness information for globals
to the BDW collector it circumvented BDW’s mechanism for finding roots in global
variables and thus avoided this problem.

8 Future Work
Our work demonstrates that while liveness is useful for both garbage collection and
leak detection our method is not practical for real-world applications since it requires
two identical runs. To remedy this we are working on a compiler support for computing
liveness information that obviates the need for two runs at the loss of some precision.
We expect that this will not only result in a reachability traversal that users can use
for leak detection or garbage collection but it will also allow us to run much larger
experiments with liveness. The results in this paper will guide us in determining what
kinds of compiler analyses to build in order to improve the effectiveness of reachability
traversals.
A limitation of our current infrastructure is that it can handle only C programs or
programs that can be converted into C. Given that Java is the current mainstream language that uses garbage collection it would be worthwhile to repeat a similar set of
experiments for Java programs. Java programs may behave quite differently from C or
Eiffel programs and thus the results may be different for Java programs. We tried using
Toba [22] to translate Java programs to C and then use them as benchmarks for this
study. Unfortunately the C code that Toba generates even for tiny applications is too
large for our infrastructure (since it includes not just the user program but also the Java
standard libraries). We are now moving our analysis infrastructure to the Jalapeño JVM
[2] which will allow us to experiment with Java programs.

9 Conclusions
We describe a detailed investigation of the impact of liveness and type accuracy on the
effectiveness of garbage collectors and leak detectors. By separating the two dimensions
of accuracy—type accuracy and liveness accuracy—we are able to identify interesting
new accuracy schemes that have not been investigated in the literature. We use a novel
methodology that uses a trace-based analysis to enable us to easily experiment with a
wide range of liveness schemes.
Our experiments reveal that liveness can have a significant impact on the ability
of a garbage collector or leak detector in identifying dead objects. However, we show
that the simple liveness schemes are largely ineffective: we need to use an aggressive
liveness scheme that incorporates interprocedural analysis of global variables before we
see a significant benefit. Our aggressive liveness schemes are also able to find memory
leaks in our suite of well-studied benchmarks.
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